
Between Nivelles and La Louvière, the fortified castle of

Ecaussinnes-Lalaing delights visitors with its medieval setting

and its stunning 18th century vegetable garden.

 

 

This medieval fortress rises on the foundations of an old fortified

castle and keeps the memory of the great families who lived there.

Visitors can explore the castle freely or with a guide: the ground

floor is dedicated the Middle Ages, while the first floor focuses on

the 17th century. Various collections (porcelain, glass, tools,

furniture, etc.) are exhibited there and retrace daily life in the

castle through the ages.

Rue De Seneffe 1

Ecaussinnes-lalaing - 7191

Phone number (main contact): +32

478 95 09 63

https://www.chateaufort-

ecaussinnes.be/
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The castle



It can be visited on request. This 1 hectare romantic

space overlooking the Seneffe valley dates back to the 18th

century and consists of:

apple trees

local species of pear trees 

cherry trees

a vegetable garden

pretty flowers in season...

statues of Roman deities in niches or on pedestals.

The castle and the vegetable garden are kisted as exceptional

heritage of the Parks & Gardens in Wallonia.

 

The information contained herein is provided as a guide only.

We recommend that you check with the local supplier before you leave.
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